Control of blast parameters for high-quality breaking of thin slope ore bodies
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Abstract

Purpose. The research is aimed at substantiation of the effective method for mining thin slope ore bodies occurring in soft unstable host rocks by optimizing the breaking process, while determining the patterns of blast energy impact on the disturbed mass by explosive charges with controllable density, taking into account the geomechanical rock mass state.

Methods. The research uses a comprehensive approach, including analysis of literature sources, practical experience of mining the slope ore bodies in difficult mining-geological conditions, modeling of the energy characteristics of blasts and wave action on the mass using software, as well as conducting experimental-industrial tests in the Akbakai mine.

Findings. An innovative method for effective and safe ore mining from thin slope ore deposits in masses with weakened host rocks has been substantiated and developed. It implies the use of a new construction and location in the blast-holes of a charge consisting of mixed low-density explosives with widely controllable characteristics and with which the blast-holes are charged in two layers with different densities of explosives and detonated at different delay intervals. The optimum delay intervals have been determined, which improve the conditions for controlling the blast energy by changing the direction of the blast action vector towards the newly outcropped surfaces formed in the rock mass after the blasting the first stage charges. The main factors influencing the ore delivery range when mining thin slope ore bodies with blast delivery system have been revealed and methods for increasing this process efficiency are proposed.

Originality. New parameters of drilling and blasting operations have been determined for the conditions of mining thin slope ore bodies of the Akbakai deposit: a rational charge construction with controllable blast characteristics has been developed; the optimum range of blast-hole charging density with mixed low-density explosives and delay intervals have been substantiated; a new exponential dependence of the ore delivery range on the specific blasting agent consumption and the angle of the ore body occurrence has been revealed.

Practical implications. Practical significance is in increasing the efficiency of blast breaking of minerals, improving the quality of blast delivery of broken ore to loading sites while maintaining the host rock mass continuity and reducing the ore quality breaking of thin slope ore bodies occurring in soft unstable host rocks by optimizing the breaking process, while determining the patterns of blast energy impact on the disturbed mass by explosive charges with controllable density, taking into account the geomechanical rock mass state.
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1. Introduction

In today’s mining industry, the efficient mining of thin slope ore bodies occurring in soft and unstable host rocks is a challenging task that requires innovative approaches and technologies [1]-[4]. Insufficient mass stability, high probability of rock failure and mineral losses during mining are key challenges faced by mining enterprises [5]. In this context, optimizing the breaking process of slope ore bodies becomes a priority to improve mining efficiency and to ensure the safety of mine workers.

The complex geological structure of the mass with weakened host rocks, as well as their varying stability and geometry, including the inclination angle of ore deposits for gravity delivery, create significant obstacles and increase the cost of mining thin slope ore deposits [6], [7]. Under such conditions, at most mining enterprises in Kazakhstan, the efficiency of mining methods is significantly reduced due to high ore dilution resulting from waste rock spalling and ore losses in slope stopes, caused by the rock mass pile formation at the block bottom. These data are also confirmed by a number of researchers [8]-[10].

In the studies of foreign scientists, methods of controllable rock destruction using rock pressure are increasingly used [11]-[13]. The principle of self-caving system operation is based on the use of ore weight and potential energy of rocks. By undercutting the ore block at the base and then weakening its connection to the mass, pressure on the top of the block leads to its gradual caving [14], [15]. In cases where it is impossible to achieve self-caving of a block under the weight of overlying rocks, the method of controllable block destruction using rock pressure is used [16]. This is achieved by creating special conditions, including the placement of cut holes that weaken the block on its sides and cut in the middle. Different combinations of cut hole positions form critical stresses leading to block destruction.
In [17], the use of host rock self-caving is recommended to reduce the cost of explosives. Creating conditions under which stresses in rocks exceed their ultimate strength allows us to talk about the method of controllable self-caving. This method is based on the instantaneous destruction of supporting structures, resulting in the use of rock pressure energy to destroy rocks.

Rock pressure control significantly reduces both labor and material resources [18], [19]. Tests of blastless rock mining technology, including the preliminary formation of de-stressing cavities, demonstrate the controlled release of potential rock mass energy reserves [20]. Such control of the rock destruction process using rock pressure forces makes it possible to increase the rate of mining in hard rocks without the occurrence of dynamic phenomena in the latter and to reduce energy consumption for destruction [21], [22].

It is possible to conclude from the conducted analysis that it is possible to controllably use the initial stress field energy for brittle fracture of rocks [23]. It should be noted that blastless impact on technological processes is possible at low rock hardness, but in rocks of medium and high hardness it is impossible to do without the use of blasting technologies [24]. In this case, the principles of energy and resource saving should be taken into account when designing and implementing blasting operations.

Currently, in the studied eastern part of the Akbakai mine (Kazakhstan), when mining the Pologaya vein, there is a significant increase in ore dilution rate, the value of which reaches 77%, and there are frequent cases of oversized pieces of rock spalling (up to 5%), which prevent the ore mass from sliding to the lower sublevel drift (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Mining of the Pologaya vein between sublevel drifts No. 18 and No. 19 of the Akbakai mine

Slope \((a = 35-50^\circ)\) gold ore thin \((m = 0.7-1.5 \text{ m})\) Akbakai deposits are mined using a sublevel blast-hole stoping by layer-by-layer breaking of ore with deep blast-holes and ore delivery by the blasting force (Fig. 2). With this mining system, the block preparation begins with driving of a haulage roadway, followed by inclines of exploratory undercutting drift (sublevel drift) with a cross-section passing through the ore body at horizon level to clarify the ore body contour within the block boundaries. In the hanging wall of exploratory undercutting drift, drive a niche for organizing an inclined cut-out raise.

Cut-out raises are driven to the overlying sublevel every 50 m and, in addition, this mine working serves as a compensating space (slot) when breaking and drawing ore from the sublevel drifts. The distance between sublevel drifts averages \(10 \text{ m}\). Every \(100 \text{ m}\) along the strike of the vein, pillars \(7 \text{ m}\) wide are left.

Figure 2. Sublevel blast-hole stoping system with ore delivery by the blasting force used for mining the Pologaya vein of the Akbakai mine: (a) main view; (b) cross-section side view

Stope operations begin with mining the upper sublevel stope and the ore is broken off by blasting parallel blast-holes into a cut-out raise (slot). Further operations on ore breaking with delivery by the blasting force are also carried out with sections of blast-holes drilled from sublevel drifts. The mine uses a parallel grid with a compensating blast-hole for ore breaking in thin slope veins (Fig. 2).

Blast-holes are drilled using percussive-rotary drilling rig of the PHQ-3000 type. In this case, the blast-hole diameter is \(d = 64 \text{ mm}\), the least resistance line (LRL) is \(W = 0.7-0.9 \text{ m}\), and the blast-hole length is \(L = 14-15 \text{ m}\), depending on the inclination angle of the vein.

The advantage of this mining system is the use of blasting force to deliver the broken ore mass. This point is very important for mining areas of slope ore bodies, since with longer delivery range, some of the broken ore does not reach the bottom of the block and special methods are required to deliver it to the site of removal. Otherwise, its loss increases significantly.

As noted above, mining operations in the eastern part of the Akbakai mine have seen a marked increase in the number of rock inrushes during the breaking of ore bodies, particularly in the case of the Pologaya vein. However, the special conditions of ore delivery using blasting force (limitations due to the inability to directly observe the stope contour) made it difficult to monitor the state of the stope contour along the entire length.
of the ore body. In addition, the small width of the extraction stope did not allow for surveying and determining the boundaries of the host rock mass unstable areas. From a purely visual analysis of the condition of the stopes, it has been revealed that inrushes of oversized pieces mainly occur from the hanging wall of the stope and they are arc-shaped, which is most often localized in the middle stope areas.

It is known from practice that the host rock mass is exposed to more intense deformations during blasting of thin deposits due to the fact that the roof is located in the zone of shear and seismic wave impact [25], [26]. Consequently, it can be assumed that the parameters of spalling and inrushes are related in a certain way to the parameters of blasting operations, the mass structure, the degree of its fracturing, as well as the physical-mechanical properties of the rocks.

Currently, there is no universal calculation method in practice that allows at least an approximate form of the destruction surface, separation of the ore deposit from the mass. Nevertheless, for practical purposes, the most commonly used method for assessing destruction depth is the method known as break off force [27]. Break off force is the main parameter that determines the degree of the host rock destruction during breaking of thin ore bodies, and, consequently, the impact of a particular blast on them. According to the results of an analysis of typical cases of host rock destruction from the blast, the intensity of destruction may range from minor, barely noticeable failure to complete caving of ceilings and inrushes in stopes [28]. Thus, from a practical point of view, it is important and in most cases it is sufficient to have information on the break off force in order to further assess the studied mass stability.

In this regard, in previous studies, a numerical analysis of the mass stress parameters during blasting of groups of blast-hole charges was conducted, based on the theory of ore layer breaking off and rating mass classification for the purpose of preliminary prediction of possible zones and nature of the host rock mass caving during breaking of thin ore deposits [29]. The blast impact numerical model has been developed for the disturbed host rock mass of the Pologaya vein in the Akbakai mine, horizon 590, between sublevel drifts No. 18 and No. 19, using the Rocscience RS2 software product (Fig. 3).

In the process of numerical model development, based on the passport parameters of drilling and blasting operations (drill ring No. 57, Pologaya vein), the blasting force impact (1.57 MN/m²) of explosive charges from ammonium nitrate and diesel fuel (AS-DT) within one drill ring, as well as construction and location of the charge in the blast-holes, have been calculated. Using these parameters, the blast impact has been simulated on the model. Based on the results, it has been determined that the mass caving may occur along unstable contacts between layers, along fractures and along low-strength rock interlayers. Caving will be in the form of an arc-shaped plate with parallel or near-parallel bases. The caving spread depth is within 1.0–1.5 m.

To solve this problem, a method for supporting the host rock mass on the stope roof side with rope bolts has been tested. But this method did not give positive results, as rope bolts do not provide effective mass stability when mining thin deposits [30], [31]. In this regard, it became necessary to conduct research on the development of flexible technologies for mining thin slope ore bodies in difficult mining-geological conditions,
by conducting blasting operations that ensure the effective use of blast energy at the variability of destroyed rock characteristics, while maintaining the host rock continuity.

Based on the previously conducted research results, we have found that mixed low-density explosives make it possible to regulate the amount of blast energy per unit volume of a blast-hole by increasing or decreasing the charge energy concentration as the mass resistance or physical-mechanical properties of rocks and ores change, and increase the blast efficiency [32].

Results of conducted research and analysis of production processes of stope excavation and sublevel blast-hole stopping by layer-by-layer breaking of ore with deep blast-holes and ore delivery by the blasting force used when mining thin slope gold-bearing veins of Akbakai deposit show that further intensification of these processes should be aimed at improving quantitative and qualitative ore breaking indicators. This can be achieved through a rational relationship between the host rock mass state and the energy power of the blast, construction and parameters of the blast-hole charge for ores and rocks with changing physical-mechanical properties, as well as mining-geological conditions. Therefore, our further research is aimed at substantiating the optimum parameters of ore breaking by charges of mixed low-density explosives with controllable blast energy, providing during breaking the host rock mass continuity, minimizing ore losses and dilution during mining thin slope ore bodies, the results of which are presented in this paper.

2. Methods

The blastability of rocks, that is, their ability to resist destruction by blasting, correlates with their strength, toughness, density, and fracturing. If the other conditions are maintained, an increase in the strength of rocks leads to an increase in their resistance to external forces [33], [34].

In the process of blasting, rocks exhibit their properties in various combinations, which requires taking into account the complex influence when assessing the resistance of a rock mass to destruction [35]. Due to the lack of a reasonable physical characteristic, the blastability of rocks is mainly assessed by the specific consumption of explosives (or energy) to destroy a given volume into pieces of a certain size under standard conditions [36]. Based on the blast theory, the energy used to crush rocks as a result of the blast impact is proportional to the area of new surfaces ($f_c$) formed during the rock destruction process [37], [38]. These surfaces, in turn, depend on the degree of crushing, which is determined by the ratio of the average linear particle size ($d_l$) in the initial mass to the particle size ($d_k$) after the blast:

$$q = f_c \left(\frac{d_c}{d_k}\right).$$  (1)

But this theory does not work effectively in the underground mining of thin slope ore deposits occurring in soft and disturbed host rocks. In such cases, special blast conditions are required to ensure comparability of blast results and to avoid the influence of additional factors on the rock blast difficulty characteristic [39], [40]. It is therefore necessary to assess the rock mass blastability using another characteristic of its resistance to destruction. The blast energy or the value of the nominal explosive flow rate, determined by modeling, can be considered as such a characteristic. This method of assessing the rock mass blastability, based on the blast energy, takes into account, in addition to the elastic, strength and structural characteristics of the mass, also charge parameters, blasting conditions and crushing quality.

In the studied Akbakai mine, in order to reduce ore loss and dilution by reducing the blasting force impact on the out-contour rock mass of the stope space, standard forms of blast-hole location are used depending on the mass rating (RMR/GSI) and the vein thickness (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMR/GSI</th>
<th>Mass stability characteristic</th>
<th>Layout of blast-holes for veins with thickness from 1.0 to 3.0 m</th>
<th>Layout of blast-holes for veins with a thickness higher than 3.0 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-40</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>Stable with fastening</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to standard forms, blast-holes within a single drill ring are located in parallel, in close proximity to the design contours of ore deposits. Research has found that in such conditions, in a drill ring of parallel blast-holes charges, the surface area of the explosive charge and the area of contact between it and the medium increases, the mass of charges per unit of lateral surface decreases, while combining the part of the brisant zones of parallel charges within the drill ring. When blasting blast-hole charges, the brisant forms of blast operation and the value of specific impulse are changed, while the conditions for transferring energy into the destroyed mass are improved. There is an interaction of blast waves and a change in the parameters of the resulting stress wave.

When blasting parallel charges in the conditions of thin deposits, two phases of the blast action mechanism in time can be distinguished: the first — until the moment the shock waves meet; the second — after the moment of meeting. The first phase largely predetermines the small fraction ore yield value. The absolute this fraction amount depends on the size of intense crushing zone ($R_s$), which is formed around each detonated charge and depends on the detonation characteristics of used explosives and the physical-mechanical properties of the destroyed mass. When simultaneously detonated charges converge, the overall dimensions of the intensive crushing zone become smaller than that of the same charges detonated separately.
As shown in the scheme of the action zone of charges (Fig. 4), the absolute amount of undesirable ore fraction yield when crushing per unit length of parallel charges (n), taking into account the zone angle (α), will be reduced by the value of:

\[ A\delta = (n - 1) R_2^2 \left( \frac{\alpha \pi \delta}{180} - \sin \alpha \right). \] (2)

It follows from the above expression that the absolute substandard fraction yield during the blasting of parallel charges decreases as the number of blast-holes in the drill ring, the radius of the intense crushing zone and the angle increase (Fig. 4). The latter, in turn, increases as the blast-holes converge in the drill ring and can be calculated using the Formula:

\[ \cot \alpha = \frac{l_1}{2} \left( R_2^2 - \frac{l_1^2}{4} \right)^{1/2}. \] (3)

where:

- \( l_1 \) – the distance between the centers of parallel blast-holes in the drill ring.

**Figure 4. Dimensions of the blast impact zone of parallel charges**

From practice it has been found that in such conditions, replacing parallel blast-holes with a single large-diameter blast-hole with mass-equivalent charge makes the organization of drilling operations somewhat easier, but significantly increases undesirable ore fraction yield (ore fines, substandard pieces). The blast impact on the host rocks beyond the design contours of the stope space leads to an intense fracturing in the mass, an increase in the oversize material yield and above-plan ore dilution.

Therefore, the main research purpose is to ensure high-quality crushing of the broken mass through efficient distribution of blast energy and optimization of the parameters of drilling and blasting operations.

To reduce the undesirable blast pulse impact on the blasted mass, causing the host rock caving, the detonation pressure (\( P_1 \)) can be reduced. It depends on the charge density (\( \rho \)) and the square of the detonation velocity (\( D_1 \)):

\[ P_1 = \frac{1}{4} \rho D_1^2. \] (4)

If blast-hole charges (n) are concentrated into an equivalent large-diameter blast-hole charge, the lateral “charge-rock” contact surface per unit mass of explosives increases by \( n^{1/2} \) times. Accordingly, the time of pressure (\( P_1 \)) impact on the barrier when reflecting the detonation wave increases, the brisant blast impact manifest itself to a greater extent, and the blast energy loss for undesirable ore fraction yield increases.

Thus, the use of parallel blast-holes when breaking ore in a narrow stopping face provides more opportunities for improving ore crushing quality in the stope space. Therefore, it is expedient to apply the existing standard forms of blast-hole layout for breaking ore in the Akbakai mine. Then, the idea of increasing the share of useful blast energy should be achieved by the use of rational charge construction and controlled-density composition of explosives, while determining the effective values of delay intervals between blast-holes in the drill ring. This includes the order of blasting within a single blast-hole, allowing a differentiated and rational approach to the blast-hole energy distribution.

Based on the results of previous studies [32], it has been determined that the solution to this problem could be achieved by using such an explosive and a mechanism that can generate a charge with a controlled-density charge and a corresponding detonation velocity. The conducted research has led to the development of a new charge construction made of low-density explosives with widely controllable explosive characteristics. These explosive charges are based on a combination of granulated ammonium nitrate, granular polystyrene foam, diesel fuel and Na-CMC. In this case, the contour blast-holes in the drill ring consist of two layers of heterogeneous by density of explosives (Fig. 5) and charge activation delay, while the charge density is controlled by adding granular polystyrene foam to the composition of explosives.

**Figure 5. Scheme of charge construction in a blast-hole of mixed low-density explosives**

The idea of this construction is that the charge, in addition to increasing the efficiency of blast breaking of minerals and maintaining the host rock mass continuity, is set in order to solve the problem of high-quality delivery of the blasted ore mass to the outlet. As noted above, when mining ore bodies with a dip angle of 35-50° with a long delivery distance, part of the broken rock mass does not reach the outlet working. This results in the formation of a rock pile at the stope bottom, which leads to ore loss and impedes the movement of the broken rock mass in subsequent layers.

Consequently, the purpose of subsequent research is to determine the optimal density of charges (or their parts) depending on the geomechanical state of the host rock mass, that is, to predict the possible depths of caving propagation and to determine the effective values of delay intervals between charges in a drill ring and within one blast-hole, providing the implementation of the proposed technology.

It is known that today there are no universal calculation methods that fully take into account the mechanical properties of the mass and the energy characteristics of explosives acting in the mass. The organization of series-produced...
experimental-industrial tests is a complex and resource-intensive process that requires significant material, financial and time expenditures. Therefore, in order to solve the above tasks it is expedient to use modeling based on special integrated packages and programs.

The global mining software market offers a wide range of products with two main categories: integrated packages and highly specialized programs for mining [41]-[43]. Although the division between them is conditional, since most packages include many specialized modules, and some highly specialized programs can provide a significant part of the functionality of integrated packages.

Taking into account functional peculiarities of software packages and the conditions for separating the ore from the mass, the SHOTPlus™ UNDERGROUND software product is used to substantiate the basic parameters of drilling and blasting operations. In the modeling process, the tear propagation strength is used as a breakaway criterion. The tear propagation strength of the mass is linearly dependent on the rate of its deformation. Then, the dynamic tensile strength of rocks is represented in the following form:

\[
\sigma_s = K_d \cdot \sigma_st',
\]

(5)

where:

- \( K_d \) – the dynamicity factor;
- \( \sigma_st' \) – the static tear propagation strength of rocks.

To model the behavior of detonation products in the explosion cavity in the case of 2D model, it is assumed that the cylindrical charge has such a small length that the effects of axial and radial motion of detonation products can be neglected. Therefore, to describe this behavior in the explosion cavity, it is enough to consider only the equations of state:

\[
dE = P \cdot dV, \quad P = E \cdot (\gamma - 1),
\]

(6)

where:

- \( E, P \) – the specific energy and pressure in the explosion cavity;
- \( V \) – the explosion cavity volume;
- \( \gamma \) – the adiabatic index.

The short-delay blasting method with correctly selected delay intervals contributes not only to improving the rock mass crushing and reducing the yield of oversized pieces of ore, but also to reducing the volume of drilling and consumption of explosive materials, while reducing undesirable impacts on the out-contour rock mass [44], [45].

Despite the existing hypotheses about the mechanism of rock destruction with a short-delay blasting method, the optimal delay intervals are determined based on the results of experimental blasts with different deceleration levels, recording the rock mass yield and monitoring of the state of the host rock mass. However, due to the labor-intensive nature of these processes under production conditions, design standards recommend determining the delay interval based on the following condition:

\[
l_d = t_1 + t_2 + t_3,
\]

(7)

where:

- \( t_1 \) – the time of a direct compression or shock wave propagation from the charge to outcropped surface;
- \( t_2 \) – the time of a direct compression or shock wave propagation from a fracture charge inside the blasting cone in the destructed mass or time of fracture formation with a length equal to the line of least resistance;
- \( t_3 \) – the time for the mass to swell and shear to the extent that a new outcrop surface is formed, or the time for the blast-damaged mass to move.

According to the determined mechanism for the disturbed rock destruction by blasting, the time of mass destruction with outcropped surface can be considered as the beginning of the destruction process. In addition, the simultaneous rock mass destruction along the line of least resistance depending on both the explosive charge and the rock mass outcropped surface should be taken into account.

At known fracture propagation and expansion velocities, as well as taking into account the above factors, the optimal delay interval is recommended to be determined by the Formula:

\[
t = \frac{W_s}{V_s} + \frac{b_t}{V_w}, \ s,
\]

(8)

where:

- \( W \) – the least resistance line, m;
- \( a \) – the coefficient to take into account the destruction volume from the stope roof side, depending on the depth of caving propagation (it is recommended to take 0.4 at a depth of caving propagation up to 1.0 m); 0.3 – when the depth of caving propagation is more than 1.0 m;
- \( V_s \) – the fracture propagation velocity, m/s;
- \( b_t \) – the average fracture width, m;
- \( V_w \) – the fracture widening velocity, m/s.

Thus, with the increasing depth of field mining and the transition to forced level caving, where rock pressure plays an increasingly significant role in the process of rock destruction by blasting, the selection of blast-hole breaking parameters becomes key to increasing the efficiency of ore mining. Such a choice should take into account the varying blasting conditions of the broken mass sections, which will optimize the process and reduce mineral losses.

This model considers a single drill ring of blast-hole charges (Fig. 6), represented by a standard form (Table 1) used in the Akbakai mine, based on the following parameters: sublevel height is \( H = 10.8 \) m; ore body thickness is \( m = 1.2 \) m; inclination angle is \( \alpha = 39^\circ \); blast-hole length is \( L = 13.4 \) m; blast-hole diameter is \( d = 64 \) mm; least resistance line is \( W = 0.75 \) m; total blast-hole charge length is \( L_{char} = 12.6 \) m; bottom charge length is \( L_{char} = 6.3 \) m; top charge length is \( L_{char} = 6.3 \) m; bordering length is \( L_{bord} = 0.8 \) m.

![Figure 6. Layout of blast-hole charges during blasting in 3D space](image)
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In the SHOTPlus™ UNDERGROUND software product, the finite-difference equations of the model are formed as follows: the domain modeling the rock mass is divided by a grid into quadrangular cells. In a cylindrical coordinate system, each cell is toroidal-shaped with the same medium parameters for the whole cell (Fig. 7).

In the research process, the simulation of blasting underground blast-hole charges, located according to the passport data of drilling and blasting operations in the Pologaya vein of the Akbakai mine, horizon 590, between sublevel drifts No. 18 and No. 19 is used. Blast-hole charges are represented as a continuous series of elongated charges initiated sequentially at regular time intervals (τ). Contour blast-hole charges are initiated after the central blast-hole, while the charges within the same blast-hole have different densities and, accordingly, different initiation times.

3. Results and discussion

During the experiment, the dynamics of detonation transmission along the entire length of the charge and the nature of rock destruction during the blasting of a drill ring consisting of three blast-holes in accordance with a standard scheme in the presence of outcropped spaces on both sides around the ore body, that is, on one side – a compensating space (slot) and on the other side – a sublevel drift. Various charge construction variants with different explosive densities, schemes for their layout and blasting intervals have also been tested. In this case, the charges were detonated at intervals that excluded the impact of the wave from the neighboring charge detonation on the wave of the current charge. The blast-hole charge parameters specified during the research are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience series</th>
<th>Blast-holes</th>
<th>Charge construction</th>
<th>Charge density, kg/m³ (bottom/top)</th>
<th>Delay interval, ms (bottom/top)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 No. 1</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2 Density-combined</td>
<td>500/350</td>
<td>35/25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3 Density-combined</td>
<td>500/350</td>
<td>35/25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1 Solid</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2 Density-combined</td>
<td>550/450</td>
<td>30/20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3 Density-combined</td>
<td>600/450</td>
<td>30/20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1 Solid</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2 Density-combined</td>
<td>650/500</td>
<td>25/20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3 Density-combined</td>
<td>700/500</td>
<td>25/20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1 Solid</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2 Density-combined</td>
<td>750/650</td>
<td>25/15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3 Density-combined</td>
<td>750/650</td>
<td>25/15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 1 Solid</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2 Density-combined</td>
<td>800/700</td>
<td>20/10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3 Density-combined</td>
<td>800/700</td>
<td>20/10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Blast-hole numbers are taken according to the scheme shown in Figure 2

The tools of the used software product enable to configure specified intervals between blast-holes and charges in blast-holes, specify explosive parameters, charge densities, charge separation by density within one blast-hole and bordering in each blast-hole. For better visibility, the characteristics of the blast impact have been captured by video and photo animations illustrating the charge detonation dynamics and the sequence of blasting the charges in the blast-holes (Fig. 8).

During the research process, in addition to different time of blast-hole charge initiation within a single drill ring, different initiation time is set for charges with different densities within one blast-hole: blast-hole No. 1 in the drill ring is detonated first, and then the other two blast-holes No. 2 and No. 3 are detonated simultaneously at intervals. In this case, within a single blast-hole, the charge part is initiated first near the hole collar, then the charge part at the blast-hole bottom is initiated at interval.

In addition to sequential detonation, the charges of contour blast-holes differ in density: blast-holes No. 2 and No. 3 are charged with two layers with different explosive densities, while blast-hole No. 1 has a solid charge construction. This blast-hole design has been developed to reduce ore loss and dilution, as well as to ensure efficient transfer of blast energy, taking into account the current geomechanical rock mass state, mining conditions and ore body occurrence characteristics.

As a result of the research, it has been revealed that when the charge density in contour blast-holes No. 2 and No. 3 is increased up to 800 kg/m³, in the contact zone between ore and rock, the formation of area of intense blast detonation impact on the mass is observed, the size of which significantly exceeds the similar zone around the charge of the central blast-hole No. 1.
In addition, between the charges of contour blast-holes No. 2 and No. 3, there is a clear formation of two stress waves, which eventually merge into one common wave with a flat front, moving towards the outcropped surface. At low charge densities, from 350-450 kg/m³, very low detonation transmission along the charge length is observed.

The explosive mass distribution over different delay intervals results in changes in the activation of deformation waves in the blast-hole: both their decrease and increase can be observed. It has been revealed that a short-term pulse of 10 ms interval between charge layers within one blast-hole causes a dynamic detonation impact in the blast-holes, contributing to the detonation wave movement towards the outcropped surface from the bottom (the side of the sublevel drift).

The research results have shown that optimal parameters for activating deformation waves of blasting blast-hole charges of a given construction are achieved under the following conditions: central well No. 1 is charged with a solid charge with a density of 800-900 kg/m³ and is initiated first, while contour blast-holes No. 2 and No. 3 are charged with two layers along the length and detonated 15-17 ms after the central one. In this case, the charge density in different parts in both contour blast-holes differs equally: the bottom part of the charge has a density of 650-700 kg/m³, and the hole collar part – 500-550 kg/m³. In addition, these charge layers are initiated at 10 ms interval: first the hole collar part is detonated, then, after 10 ms, the bottom part of the charge is detonated. The intervals determined during the research not only improve the dynamics of deformation waves, but also prevent damage to the initiation means from the scattering of rock pieces.

The proposed method for ore breaking with the above parameters has been tested in industrial conditions in the Akbakai mine when mining of Polalogaya and Glubinnaya veins with a dip angle of 35-55°, at an average thickness of 1.3 m, using a sublevel blast-hole stoping by layer-by-layer breaking of ore with deep blast-holes and ore delivery by the blasting force.

Compositions of mixed low-density explosives were produced in mine conditions using a UI-2 [46] mixing plant based on ammonium nitrate, diesel fuel, and granular polystyrene foam; sodium salt carboxymethylcellulose. The blast energy was controlled by varying the charge density in the range of 500 to 900 kg/m³ depending on the polystyrene foam content of the charge, which ranged from 45 to 60% by volume.

As industrial tests have shown, when breaking ore with low-density explosives, the broken rock mass layer is separated from the mass as a result of the action of shear stresses under compressive forces along the ore body contour with a small grab (up to 30%) of waste rock on the side of the hanging wall of the stope (Fig. 9).
Due to the fact that the broken layer experiences tensile stress, the kinetic energy of the flying pieces increases and the throw distance increases accordingly, the impact of blasts on the mass is significantly reduced and ore crushing is improved. During the industrial test, the values of throw distance and ore crushing quality have been determined depending on the specific consumption of explosives, taking into account the ore body dip angle (Tables 3 and 4, Fig. 10).

Table 3. Results of the research of the ore throw distance depending on the specific consumption of explosives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific consumption of explosives, kg/m²</th>
<th>Ore throw distance taking into account the body dip angle, m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>10-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>13-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>15-16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Granulometric composition of blasted ore mass depending on the specific consumption of explosives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grain-size class, mm</th>
<th>Granulometric composition (%) depending on the specific consumption of explosives (kg/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0…100</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+100…200</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+200…300</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+300…400</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+400…500</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+500</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Ore throw distance depending on the specific consumption of explosives (35-55 – dip angles)

In addition to improving the throw distance and the ore crushing quality, the proposed method for breaking thin slope ore bodies with charge construction with controllable blast energy reduces the level of losses and dilution in the conditions of a system with ore delivery by the blasting force. Dilution of blasted ore is reduced by avoiding waste rock blasting, while losses are reduced due to the high-quality delivery of the blasted ore mass to the loading sites (Fig. 11).

Analysis of the obtained results shows that the proposed method for breaking thin slope ore bodies, occurring in soft and disturbed host rocks, due to the effective use of blast energy, ensures the completeness of breaking, improves the crushing quality, increases the ore delivery range up to 25%, reduces losses up to 20% and dilution up to 27%.

Figure 11. Comparative diagram of ore losses and dilution during mining ore deposits in the Pologaya and Glubinnaya veins of the Akbakai deposit before and after optimization of drilling and blasting operation parameters

Theoretical generalizations and analysis of the practice of mining thin slope ore bodies in difficult mining-geological conditions have shown that the damage from ore loss and dilution in most mines reaches up to 45% of the total cost of metals, which is the main reason for the low efficiency of use of natural resources in such deposits. To improve the efficiency of the technology for mining thin slope ore bodies occurring in unstable host rocks, it is necessary to optimize the breaking process, taking into account the identification of patterns in the blast energy impact in the context of the geomechanical mass state.

The economic and technological effect from the implementation of the proposed technology is achieved by maintaining the host rock mass continuity (reducing the broken ore dilution by avoiding waste rock blasting and reducing the ore loss due to high-quality delivery of the blasted ore mass) by applying a gentle mode of blast impact on the host rock mass and effective blast impact on the ore mass delivery to the loading sites.

4. Conclusions

Since the tear propagation strength of the mass depends on the rate of its deformation, it is required to ensure the use of energy through the rational charge construction and controlled-density composition of explosives, while determining the effective values of delay intervals between blast-holes in the drill ring, including within one blast-hole.

A method for mining thin slope ore deposits, occurring in soft unstable host rocks, has been developed, using a new charge construction made of mixed low-density explosives with widely controllable characteristics. In this method, blast-holes are charged in two layers with different densities of explosives (with densities ranging from 500 to 900 kg/m³) and detonation velocities (from 2500 to 4000 m/s) and are detonated at different delay intervals. Moreover, the central blast-hole in the drill ring is detonated first, and then, with an interval of 15-17 ms, the contour blast-holes are simultaneously detonated, and within one blast-hole, the charge part located near the hole collar is first initiated, and then, at an interval of 10 ms, the charge part at the blast-hole bottom is initiated.

It has been determined that these delay intervals improve the conditions for controlling the blast energy by changing the direction of the blast action vector towards the newly outcropped surfaces formed in the rock mass after the blasting the first stage charges. Accordingly, after the blasting of
the first series of explosive charges, the vectors of the second series of charges change their direction in accordance with the newly formed outcrops in the rock mass. This, in turn, allows for high-quality delivery of the blasted ore mass to the outlet working without forming rock piles at the stoppe bottom.

Controlling the energy of mixed explosives per unit volume of a blast-hole by increasing or decreasing the charge density as the mass resistance changes and initiating the charge at different times increases the blast efficiency, thereby increasing the ore delivery range up to 25%, reduces the blasting of the host rocks along the ore body contour and due to this reduces losses up to 20% and dilution up to 27%.

It has been determined that the main factors influencing the ore delivery range by the blasting force are the dip angle of the deposit and the specific consumption of explosives. When mining slope ore bodies of the Akbakai mine with a dip angle of 39°, this parameter can be determined by the function \( y = 5.52 \cdot e^{0.57x} \).

The conducted research has shown that the proposed approaches to improving the use of blast energy and controlling its parameters provide an opportunity to improve the technology of drilling and blasting operations in deposits with other characteristics of ore bodies and host rocks. This should be the subject of further research.
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Управління параметрами вибуху для якісного відбивання похилых рудних тіл малої потужності

С. Сердаліве, І. Ісаков, А. Альбаєв

Мета. Обґрунтування ефективного способу розробки похилых рудних тіл малої потужності, що залежать у слабких нестійких вміщуючих породах, на основі оптимізації процесу відбивання з урахуванням встановлення закономірностей впливу енергії вибуху на порушення масиву зарядами вибухових речовин із регулюванням щільності у варіанті «самої високого» стану масиву.

Методика. В роботі був використаний комплексний підхід, що включає аналіз літературних джерел, практичний досвід щодо розробки похилых рудних тіл в складних гірницько-геологічних умовах, моделювання енергетичних характеристик вибухів в гірського впливу на масив із використанням програмного забезпечення, а також проведення дослідно-промислових експериментів на руднику "Акбакай".

Результати. Обґрунтований і розроблений інноваційний метод ефективного та безпечного відбивання руд з малопотужних похильних рудних покладів у масивах з ослабленими вміщуючими породами, із використанням нової конструкції заряддів з сумішей низькоцільових вибухових речовин з регулюванням у широких межах вводними характеристиками, в якому свердловини заряджаються і підпірюються із різним уповільненням. Визначено оптимальні значення інтенсивності вибуху, які покращують умови управління енергією вибуху, залежності яких здійснюються з різним уповільненням відносно використовуваного варіанта відбивання. Встановлено основні фактори, що впливають на локальний стан рудного тіла.

Ключові слова: похил, вибухові, зенітні, енергія вибуху, вибухові речовини, вибухові процеси.
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